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The garden at Glenmore, south-
west of Sydney, is a work 
in progress. Each season, 

some things work, others fail but it 
all adds to kitchen garden expert 
Mickey Robertson’s ability to get 
the most out of her vegetable plot. 
Recording the results increases the 
predictability of crops under different 
climatic conditions, and unseasonal 
events can be catered for – to an 
extent – in yield estimates. 

Valuable lessons
Each month Mickey, along with fellow 
expert Linda Ross, runs a Kitchen 
Gardening Day at Glenmore House. 
The classes cover seasonal tasks 
and tips for success in the garden, 
topped off with a delicious lunch 
made using produce straight from 
the ground. The day includes garden 
inspections, practical demonstrations 
and plenty of notes to take away with 
you. Participants learn about crop 
rotation and permaculture, and get 
a first-hand account of how to grow 
vegetables in the climate of this 
NSW region. Mickey has found that 
many of the conventional wisdoms 
do not always apply and alternative 
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approaches may be needed when 
confronted by climatic challenges 
and variable seasons.  

Crop rotation or  
guild beds?
Mickey is experimenting with 
two different methods of growing 
vegetables. Half of her space is 
given over to four crop rotation 
beds. One of these beds is devoted 
to leafy greens, another to fruiting 
plants, another to legumes and the 
fourth to root vegetables. Twice 
a year, in February–March and 
September–October, everything is 
harvested and the beds rotate. 
Leafy greens follow legumes; 
legumes follow fruits; fruiting 
vegetables follow leafy greens. 
The idea is to avoid soil-borne 
disease and promote maximum soil 
nourishment through the rotations.

The other half of the vegetable 
plot is grown on permaculture 
principles, with a mix of vegetables, 
herbs and edible flowers, so that 
no single monoculture exists. It 
is known as “guild planting”. In 
this system, different species are 
stacked together to make greater ➧
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We hope 
you come  
to love 

Glenmore 
House  

as much 
as we do. 

WINTER

Opposite page, left: 
Mickey Robertson picks 
fresh herbs for lunch at 

one of her Kitchen 
Gardening Days.

Opposite page, right:  
An al fresco lunch is 

served using produce 
from the garden. 

This page, far left: Linda 
Ross at one of last 
summer’s Kitchen 
Gardening Days, 
demonstrating how  
the garden is managed 
each season. 

Left and above: the al 
fresco lunch includes a 
chilled cucumber soup. 

Below: The ornamental 
garden in early winter 
shows the structure  
of the plantings, while  
a few leaves remain on 
the deciduous shrubs. 
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use of vertical and horizontal space. 
This fertile mix includes companion 
planting principles designed to 
promote pollination and deter pests.

Aesthetically, Mickey loves the 
straight lines and order of the crop 
rotation. In northern hemisphere 
gardens, where seasons are more 
clearly delineated than they are 
here, it may work very efficiently, but 
Mickey finds that her seasons merge 
into each other, so that if she pulls 
everything up in February–March so 
as to get her winter vegetables into 
the right beds in time, she must do 
so without the generous extent of 
the summer harvest. The same thing 
occurs with the spring rotation. The 
“guild” beds of the permaculture part 
of the garden, while looking much 
less like the kitchen parterres of her 
fantasies, allow her to pick the full 
harvest from the vegetables, while 
other plants continue to grow so she 
can collect flowers for salads, seed for 
next year, or just see what happens.

For details of Kitchen Gardening 
Days at Glenmore House visit  
www.glenmorehouse.com.au

Above: Herbs grow around the borders of 
the vegetable gardens for easy pickings.

Above right: One of the ongoing jobs of the 
winter season is to tie the beans and peas 
onto their supports.

Right: Drip irrigation is a good way to 
ensure plants receive enough water. 
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Food ideas
MAIN: Radicchio 
and ricotta penne

This easy pasta dish suits what’s in your 
garden: try it with silverbeet instead 
of radicchio, and if you have oregano 
growing, add some leaves of that as well. 

400g penne or fusilli
1 tbsp olive oil
2 rashers of bacon, chopped
4 cloves garlic, sliced
1 dried red chilli, snipped
100ml white wine
2 big handfuls of radicchio leaves,  
coarsely chopped
1 handful parsley leaves, coarsely chopped
100g full milk ricotta
Pecorino to grate on top

l Cook the pasta in plenty of boiling 
salted water.
l Meanwhile heat the olive oil in a large 
frypan and cook the bacon over medium 
heat for a few minutes. Add the garlic and 
chilli and cook until garlic starts to change 
colour, then add the wine.
l Drain the cooked pasta, reserving 
a cup of the cooking liquid. Add the  
cooked pasta, radicchio and parsley to 
the pan and toss until the radicchio wilts, 
then add the ricotta, in chunks. If the pasta 
seems dry, add some of the reserved 
cooking water. Serve with freshly grated 
pecorino to sprinkle on top. Serves 4

SIDE: Mixed leaf salad 
with caper dressing

Serve this tasty salad as a starter or  
with a barbecued steak. Extra dressing 
can be kept in the fridge and used on 
steamed broccoli.

1 handful of radicchio leaves, torn into  
bite-sized pieces
3 handfuls of mixed leaves such as butter 
lettuce, rocket, mignonette, red or green 
coral lettuce or baby spinach, torn in pieces
100ml extra virgin olive oil
100ml fresh lemon juice 
1 tbsp honey
2 tsps salted baby capers, rinsed

Put the oil, juice, honey, and capers in  
a screwtop jar. Shake the dressing  
well to combine, then pour over the  
leaves and turn them gently with your 
hands so that each leaf is well coated  
with the dressing. Serves 4

Radicchio, chicory, endive 
and witlof are all part of the 
same family of bitter leaves. 
Varieties with large roots 
are grown for the coffee-like 
flavour of the dried, ground 
and roasted root, cherished 
when the Napoleonic wars cut 
coffee supplies to London. 
Most of us are familiar with 
radicchio as a sharp note and 
splash of colour in salads, 
or an entrée braised with 
gorgonzola and prosciutto. 

RADICCHIO

Sowing 
At Glenmore House, Mickey grows two 
varieties of radicchio: ‘Palla Rossa’ and ‘Red 
Verona’. She sows seed twice a year into 
punnets on a heated bed then plants out 
into soil improved with compost. 

Cultivation
Plants are treated to a feed with either worm 
wee, comfrey tea or Amgrow’s Harvest on 
a weekly rotation. Mickey doesn’t find any 
pest problems and says: “These are tough 
vegetables, and once established are strong 
plants, not like a wimpy lettuce.” Of the two, 
‘Palla Rossa’ does best at Glenmore House.

Mickey’s tip:
“Through the summer, radicchio can be picked leaf by leaf and won’t form 
a heart. In colder weather they form a heart, but take most of winter to get 
there. If cut off, they will sometimes sprout again and you’ll get another crop.” ➧
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Food ideas
MAIN: Ribollita

This classic Tuscan soup makes a 
hearty weekend lunch or easy dinner. 

2 tbsp olive oil
2 onions, chopped
2 cloves garlic, chopped
1 carrot, diced
1 stick celery, diced
3 slices bacon, chopped
400g tin borlotti beans,  
rinsed and drained
400g tin crushed tomatoes
500ml light chicken stock or water
1 handful shredded ‘Cavolo Nero’
1 handful green beans, in 2cm pieces
2 zucchini, diced

l Heat the oil in a large pan and cook 
the onion and garlic gently until the onion 
is soft. Add the carrot, celery and bacon 
and cook over medium heat for five 
minutes or so. 
l Add the tomatoes and stock, bring 
to the boil and simmer for 30 minutes, 
then add the borlotti and green beans, 
cavolo nero and zucchini and cook a 
further half hour. Season with salt and 
black pepper before serving.
l (The traditional Italian way is to cook 
this soup until all the vegetables are  
soft – if you prefer yours with a bit  
more bite, add the cavolo nero with  
the borlotti beans, and add the  
green beans and zucchini for just  
five minutes before serving.)
Serves 4

SIDE: Kale braised 
with garlic

A couple of handfuls of Tuscan kale, 
chopped
2 tbsp olive oil
2 cloves garlic, finely chopped

l Heat the olive oil in a pan and fry 
the garlic until it just starts to colour,  
then add the kale, fold it through  
the oil, then add a splash of water.  
Turn the heat down.
 l Put the lid on and let it stew slowly, 
stirring often, until the kale is soft. Take 
the lid off and let the water evaporate, so 
that the kale becomes soft and shiny. 
l Serve hot as a vegetable, or let cool 
to room temperature and pile on 
bruschetta with a slice of bocconcini  
or a curl of soft pink prosciutto.

KALE

Kale is a leafy brassica, a kind 
of primitive cabbage, tough in the 
garden and equally robust in flavour. 
There are several different varieties: 
the chic choice is Tuscan kale, or 
‘Cavolo Nero’, making the move 
from restaurants into home gardens.

Mickey’s tip:
“These plants are not just good to eat, 
they are beautiful. The leaves of black 
kale and ‘Redbor’ are wildly decorative. 
Its frilly purple-grey-blue leaves look 
spectacular in a white jug and last for 
ages. They say kale is less bitter after 
the first frosts, but I haven’t noticed.”

Sowing
Mickey grows ‘Tuscan Black’ and  
‘Redbor’, sowing seeds into punnets  
on a warm bed in January. They are  
slow to start, and don’t get planted 
out until early autumn. The leaf-by-leaf 
harvest starts in early June, and plants 
last well into summer. 

Cultivation
The main problem is with cabbage  
white butterfly. Eggs can be rubbed  
from the back of the leaves or they  
can be sprayed with Success. Mickey  
is experimenting with netted cages  
over some of the beds to totally  
exclude the butterflies.
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Food ideas
MAIN: Roasted beetroot 
and goat’s curd tart

Sweet beetroot is a classic partner for 
walnuts and goat’s cheese, often seen  
in a salad with perhaps some spicy rocket 
or silky butter lettuce. Here the  
trio performs in a classy tart.

500g small beetroots, well scrubbed
25g butter
3 brown onions, thinly sliced
150ml red wine
2 tbsps red wine vinegar
1 tbsp honey
Handful walnuts, roughly chopped
A few sprigs of fresh thyme
250g fresh goat’s curd
Prepared tart shell

l Heat oven to 200°C.
l Cut the leaves off the beetroot, but 
leave the roots intact. 
l Roll in olive oil, season with salt, 
pepper and thyme and roast, covered, 
in a moderate oven until tender when 
pierced with a skewer, around 45 minutes 
depending on the size of the bulb. 
l Let cool, then rub the skin off. Beetroot 
juice stains so you might want to wear  
thin gloves for this job.
l Melt the butter in a pan and gently fry 
the onions, then add the red wine, vinegar, 
thyme, honey and walnuts, and season 
with salt and pepper. Stir in the beetroot. 
l Spread half the goat’s curd on the 
bottom of the tart shell, then pile in  
the beetroot mixture. 
l Top with spoonfuls of the goat’s curd 
and bake for 25–30 minutes. 

SIDE: Sweet roast 
vegetables

2 beetroots, scrubbed and cut in quarters
1 sweet potato, scrubbed and cut  
in chunks
3 carrots, scrubbed and cut in chunks

l Heat oven to 180°C. Put vegetables into 
a large baking dish, drizzle with olive oil and 
season with salt and black pepper. 
l Roll the vegetables round so that they 
are covered with the oil. 
l Roast for half an hour, turning once or 
twice, or until the vegetables are soft. 

To make these caramelised vegetables 
the star of the meal, scatter chopped 
parsley and crumbled fetta over them 
before serving. 

BEETROOT

Beetroot, a vividly coloured 
bulb, once best known as a 
tinned pickle, is now a hero of the 
kitchen garden for its ease in the 
plot and versatility in the pot. 

Sowing 
In temperate climates beetroot can be 
sown all year, directly where it is to grow. 
Mickey sows it every couple of months, 
soaking the seeds overnight to improve 
germination. She grows ‘Bulls Blood’ 
(her favourite), ‘Burpee’s Golden’ and 
‘Chioggia’, whose concentric red and 
white stripes sadly fade on cooking. 

Cultivation
As a root crop, beetroot goes into the bed 
that previously grew fruiting vegetables. 
Mickey waters it regularly with worm wee, 
Amgrow Organix Harvest and comfrey tea. 
Though it grows all year, fungal spots can 
damage leaves in summer.

Mickey’s tip:
Young beetroot leaves can be used 
in salads, and when the roots are 
harvested they can be peeled and 
grated in a raw salad, or boiled or 
roasted. “The only problem,” says 
Mickey, “is if you leave them in the 
ground too long and they become 
woody, but even if you are hopeless 
you can still grow a beetroot.”
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The vegie garden in winter

1
Rhubarb is a cool season grower and to get 
the best stalks, the plants need a touch of 
frost or at least cold overnight temperatures. 
Temperatures around 5ºC help stimulate 
growth and develop strong thick stems.  

If winter temperatures are too warm, it will only produce 
thin spindly stalks. It likes a rich, well-drained, moderately 
acid soil high in organic matter. 

2
Espaliered fruit trees such as 
pears and apples  should be 
pruned in winter. These are 
trained along a strong support 
that helps define the two beds. 

1

2

3

3
Peg the leaves over the developing curds of 
cauliflower to protect the heads. If birds are 
a problem, make a rough frame with some 
short stakes and cover with bird netting. It 
also helps keep the pesky cabbage white 

butterflies at bay – avoiding the need for spraying and 
unsightly pock-marked leaves. Birds can also be a  
problem and netting deters them from damaging leaves.P
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As winter progresses, vegetables mature and need extra attention. Here are  
a few things you may need to address in your own kitchen garden this winter.

4
Continue to sow seeds of leek, carrot and beetroot. 
Succession plantings are better than an initial 
planting of too many vegetables. It staggers the 
ripening time and extends the yield and is a core 
principle of the guild method. Plant onions on 

the shortest day of the year as a reminder, either as seed or 
seedlings. For seedlings, make a trench about 12–15cm deep. Lie 
out seedlings along one side and hill the soil back over the roots. 

5
Apply weak worm wee tea, 
comfrey tea or a seaweed-
based solution weekly.  
A simple way is to pick 
comfrey leaves in summer 

and push down into a bucket of water for 
several weeks. It pongs but it’s good for 
the plants and conditions the soil. 

6
Start seeds of summer fruit such as tomatoes, 
capsicum and eggplant on heated seed trays 
towards the end of the season so they are ready  
to plant in spring. A cold frame is a good idea if you 
are planting a large area. It is essentially a timber-

framed box of varied size. The cover can be glass or Perspex  
or lined with shade cloth. Both provide protection from frost  
and create a protected warm environment for growth. 

4

5

6


